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ABSTRACT

A detailed review of spaceborne magnetic tape recorder technology from the late 1970s to
the Space Station era is presented. Background information indicates the oft maligned
space tape recorder has continued to demonstrate improving reliability since the marginal
performances throughout the 1960s. Specifically, the SPOT recorder is reviewed in
technical detail to show evolution through LANDSAT 6 and 7 versions, JERS-1, and
finally the proposed ultimate version for Space Station/EOS. Enabling technologies include
active tape tracking, magnetic recording head advances, and extensive use of ASIC
devices to reduce the EEE piece part count. Suitability of the proposed Space Station/EOS
recorder technologies for even more advanced future applications are discussed with data
rates to 1 Gbps and storage capacities to 1 X 10  bits.12

BACKGROUND

The 1970s clearly demonstrated the viability of the magnetic tape recorder to provide
suitable life and reliability for a variety of space missions. Added to the ever present
concern for longevity was evidence that technology was available to achieve the higher
rates and data capacities driven mainly by imaging sensors such as those on earth resource
satellites.

The French space agency (CNES) needed a tape recorder to provide global coverage for
the SPOT satellite because there was no Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
(TDRSS) like the United States LANDSAT 4 and 5 had assumed when they eliminated
on-board image storage. Odetics started studies and limited hardware demonstrations
under contract to CNES in 1979. Recorders were ordered for both SPOT 1 and 2
spacecraft in 1980, including necessary development and qualification testing. Recorders
were delivered by 1985, and the first SPOT satellite was launched with two recorders on
February 21, 1986. Unfortunately, one of the recorders suffered a random mechanical



failure on August 31, 1986, which has led to an extensive failure review board action
among CNES, JPL, and Odetics. The conclusion of the board was that an excessive drag
torque anomaly occurred within the capstan drive assembly that ultimately resulted in a
stalled condition. The specific failure could not be determined based on the limited
diagnostic telemetry data. However, a “most likely” scenario listed a bearing, floating
particle, or belt as possible causes. This first and unfortunate mechanical failure was taken
as an impetus to completely upgrade all process control and testing for the Kapton drive
belts. Other stringently controlled processes and tests were already being used for bearings
and loose particles so little improvement was possible in these areas.

Authorization to proceed on two additional recorders for the SPOT 3 spacecraft was given
on August 12, 1986. This seemed a clear acknowledgment that the high level French desire
to use a French tape recorder was premature for SPOT 3 and perhaps even questionable
for SPOT 4.

LANDSATs 6 and 7, coming after the operational problems with the TDRSS, are planning
to once again use tape recorders for on-board image storage.

A contract was issued in February 1986 to supply two recorders each for LANDSAT 6
and 7 spacecraft. Although the overall LANDSAT program has been in considerable
jeopardy from a funding standpoint, Odetics has been fortunate in having had a continuous
contract since the inception.

TECHNICAL EVOLUTION

The SPOT tape recorder represented several firsts for an image storage system to be used
on an earth resources satellite. An important first was longitudinal recording rather than
rotary head transverse recording as had been employed on recorders for LANDSATs 1, 2,
and 3. Related benefits of longitudinal versus rotary head include fixed heads and
elimination of high RPM scanners to achieve the necessary tape/head velocity for high
data rates. With benefits often come tradeoffs, and such was the case with longitudinal
versus transverse recording. The benefits of longitudinal recording were clear, even in light
of the historical mechanical failures attributed to space tape recorders that were flown in
the 1960s. The tradeoff in recording longitudinally comes from the increased electronic
component count. Whereas for a data rate of 15 Mbps such as was required for
LANDSATs 1, 2, and 3 the rate for SPOT satellites 1 and 2 was 50 Mbps and 85 Mbps
for LANDSATs 6 and 7. Longitudinal recording of digital data achieves its advantage over
rotary head recording by spreading the data across the width of the tape at proportionately
decreased data rates. That is, the assumed single channel input to the recorder is divided
into multiple data streams for recording by a shift register designated to the function of
serial to parallel conversion. This process, including other functions of format change,



error correction overhead and encoding for recording on tape, are all accomplished by the
record or write electronics. The reproduce or read electronics operate at first with low
level signals that are amplified, phase corrected and, finally, bandwidth limited leading to
digital signals that are then decoded, deskewed, and converted back from multiple parallel
data streams to a single output channel as was received for an input. Also accomplished in
the reproduce electronics is the removal of the error correction overhead for the purpose of
correcting all but the most severe tape caused burst errors. So powerful is the Reed-
Soloman error correction algorithm that a three order of magnitude improvement in
uncorrected versus corrected bit error rate is easily achieved. This results in essentially
error-free performance with carefully chosen design choices of track width, linear bit
packing density, and screened magnetic tape. This process of parallel channel signal
conditioning requires 38 data tracks in a 50 Mbps SPOT recorder but would have taken 15
or less for the earlier 15 Mbps LANDSAT recorders had they been designed with
longitudinal rather than rotary head recording.

The final embodiment of the 50 Mbps SPOT recorder involves 10,800 electronics parts,
2,900 of them being integrated circuits. Late in the 1970s when the SPOT recorder was
conceived, the only choice for space qualified digital electronics was to interconnect
discrete integrated circuits via solder connections or welded leads. Analog devices were
made somewhat more manageable and reliable by the use of hybrid thick or thin film
technology, but space qualified suppliers were and continue to be a challenge.

As SPOT recorders were fabricated, assembled, and tested, it became apparent to Odetics
as it has to competitors that a simplification in electronics should take a high priority in
future space recorder designs. Not only was this a pragmatic decision but also one of
looking at the recorder’s predicted failure rate as a result of all the electronics involved.

In retrospect and with thanks to a knowledgeable customer at the time, this tradeoff of
mechanical versus electronic reliability issue was foreseen and some carefully chosen
commandable redundancy was added. Since the major portion of the electronics is
involved with the channel related signal conditioning and not the power, servo, or control
functions, it was only logical to add spare channels of electronics. Electronic piece part or
head/tape track related degradation or failures can be overcome by channel substitution.
Determination of when a channel should be substituted is accomplished by noting down-
link diagnostic telemetry. An up-link command selects the defective channel for
substitution. The SPOT recorder design has one spare channel of electronics for each error
corrected grouping of 19 data tracks. This results in two groupings for 50 Mbps with two
separate full electronic channels to replace any one of 19 within a grouping. The means of
determining either a degraded or failed channel via telemetry was accomplished by using a
low bandwidth representation of the analog signal level from the reproduce electronics.



The electronic channel redundancy was a meaningful addition to the SPOT recorder design
and has remained a signature of each recorder design to follow. When the number of
groupings goes up as with the future Space Station/EOS design, the redundancy still stays
in the same relationship to the channels/tracks within a grouping.

Even though redundancy was helpful to improve reliability of the more advanced space
recorders, it was not enough. The need for more electronic functions per substrate or chip
became clear as it had many years prior in commercial and consumer electronic products.
A space recorder design is forced to go slow in this direction, mainly because of the need
for reliable space qualified electronic devices. Special concerns for qualified line parts,
precap source inspection, radiation survival, and single event upset are a few of the
reasons progress was slow in this direction. A U.S. government customer was convinced
enough in the future of magnetic tape recording in 1983 that he started nonprogram related
contracts to provide risk reduction funding for high rate and capacity recorders for the
future.

Over the last 4 years, these contracts have led to the following technologies:

C Active Tape Tracking

C 84 Track/Inch Magnetic Heads

C Linear Packing Densities to 40 Kbpi

C Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs)

C High Speed Word Generator to 300 Mbps

C High Speed Error Rate counter to 300 Mbps

Of these contributions to the future of the advanced space tape recorders, no area was as
potentially beneficial from a reliability standpoint as the development of the ASICs. They
started with a standard cell from CTI which used CMOS/SOS technology. This device was
specified, tested, and qualified on the risk reduction program but quickly incorporated into
the next flight program, which was a recorder for the ESA known as ERS-1. Engineering
and Qualification model recorders have been delivered to the customer with flight models
destined for shipment in 1988. Additionally, two more units have been approved through
long lead part procurement for the ERS-2 spacecraft.

The second ASIC tackled was an ECL device from Honeywell using 2.5 micron
technology. This device will be in both the LANDSAT 6 and 7 recorders and the Japanese



JERS-l earth resources satellite. A third ASIC from CTI is another CMOS/SOS device
implementing an octal buffer function. Presently the interest is in attacking the hybrids
since they still continue to provide a procurement challenge and potential area for
reliability improvement. The approach chosen is that of going to monolithic devices, which
are presently available from Tektronix with the potential for space qualification.

The ASIC devices make a dramatic improvement as evidenced by going from 2,900
integrated circuits on the SPOT recorder to only 950 on either LANDSAT or JERS-1
along with a total EEE parts reduction from 10,800 to 6,900. While the ASICs made both
a real and calculated improvement, other technologies were equally important to enable a
conservative design baseline for the future Space Station/EOS type recorder. A secondary
but important benefit of the ASIC devices is the reduction in power consumption
compared with discrete IC devices. This not only makes the tape recorder more attractive
but also helps to reduce the heat dissipation problem.

Magnetic head technology from the Omutec division was essential in achieving the
necessary higher track count to keep linear packing density and tape velocity moderate.
Odetics has developed a pattern of off-line testing head technology by investing resources
only in a .25 inch wide version as a start. All aspects of track pitch and width, crosstalk,
efficiency, and adherence to predicted short wavelength roll-off and spacing losses can be
determined effectively with fewer risks on the narrower tape format.

Active tape tracking was conceived originally to solve a tracking problem with 2-inch wide
tape. Tape widths above approximately .75 inch become decreasingly able to be
influenced by the well established crowned guide roller concept used by nearly everyone
in space recorder tape transport designs. The SPOT tape recorder is designed without
active tape tracking. An active tape tracking design had not been conceived and proven in
the late 1970s.

All SPOT recorders are less forgiving to the process variations of tape manufacturing and
therefore require more time in selecting an acceptable flight tape. Over the years, a series
of proprietary tape processing and screening techniques have been developed to insure a
full life tape will go on each flight recorder. Active tape guidance makes the tape selection
process easier and also provides an end-of-life assurance that tracking will remain as it
was during acceptance testing. The active tracking concept for the LANDSAT and JERS-1
recorders was simplified and modularized as compared with the earlier 2 inch tape version.
This was so successful that nothing in the basic SPOT transport’s tape path was changed.
All benefits of the previous life and qualification testing of the SPOT recorders remained
valid even wth the single movable guide roller added to each side of the symmetrical tape
path. Sensing for the active tape tracking was accomplished by the use of an optical beam
splitter, which takes the output from a single infrared diode and sends it over the top and



bottom edge of the magnetic tape. A differential implementation of two phototransistors
achieves the necessary feedback signal to close the control loop. A tilting motion is
imparted to the single movable roller by a small limited rotation brushless motor coupled
through a linkage. The overall simplicity and minimal power demands of the active
tracking make this an attractive feature even for tape widths less than approximately .75
inch (i.e., .5 and .25 inch). As track widths continue to become narrower and closer
together, the benefits of a proven active tape tracking system that can hold .001 inch
accuracy can truly be appreciated.

Space tape recorders tend to differ from most ground based or other flight recorders in that
they are LIFO systems. The reason for last data first is simply to improve life. Rewinding a
recorder to get first data first is an unnecessary 2:1 reduction in tape/head life in addition
to any other tape pass related failure components such as tape tensioning springs in smaller
recorders. Nearly all space recorders, except some for deep space missions, share the
LIFO feature. For testing purposes, the digital data must, of necessity, be taken in reverse
for purposes of bit error rate (BER) measurements. Commercially available word
generators and bit error measurement devices have left this special space tape recorder
requirement out of their latest products. Odetics was therefore forced to develop a suitable
BER measurement unit. The subsequent word generator with built-in error counter is
capable of providing a single channel stream of NRZ-L data and clock up to 300 Mbps.
Other special equipment essential to both recorder development and manufacture is the
Error Distribution Analyzer (EDA) and the Transition Interval Analyzer (TIA). The EDA
provides a print-out record of all raw BER activity on a per track basis. This allows the
tape error rate signature to be analyzed independent of what the error corrected serial data
stream may be indicating. The TIA which has been offered as a stand-alone product by the
Kode division is a means of quantifying the familiar eye pattern used in margin analysis of
digital data channels. The model 3100 TIA with a 100 ps resolution is capable of analyzing
channel/track rates as high as 100 Mbps.

SPACE STATION/EOS RECORDER

Odetics has used a model DDS-9000 designation for the Space Station/EOS recorder. The
DDS-9000 is currently proposed into Work Package 3 from NASA GSFC via RCA. Prior
to the GSFC requirements for Space Station data storage, Odetics had been extrapolating
various head and electronic channel technology in anticipation of a future EOS recorder
opportunity. A previous paper given by the author in December of 1985 alluded to the
possibility of a recorder operating at a record data rate up to 1 Gbps with a capacity of
1 X 10  bits. The reason for the high record rates was to allow for synergistic recording of12

multiple high rate sensors. Reproducing the data assumed only the present TDRSS and
therefore a maximum rate of 300 Mbps was envisioned.



Two areas of evolving technology have allowed for what now is being called the
DDS-9000. The first is magnetic head related and allows the prerequisite data tracks to be
handled on only 1 inch wide magnetic tape. This was very important in that all past and
present Odetics recorders for earth resources missions have used 1 inch tape (ERS-1 with
.25 inch tape is an exception). The ability to maintain the life testing and multiple
qualification status is very attractive to a customer who rightfully views the mechanical
portion of the recorder as the most sacred. Equally important, but without the emotion
involved with moving parts, is the electronics. Reductions in size, weight, and power are
always critical issues with a space tape recorder. The ASIC devices already in the
DDS-6000-EC models for LANDSAT and JERS-1 will allow the Electronics Unit (EU) to
remain the same for the DDS-9000 as in the DDS-6000-EC. With a 6X factor data rate
and 3.8X capacity increase between the SPOT recorder of 1980 and the proposed
DDS-9000 for 1990 maintaining the volume and form factor of the EU constant is
considered an achievement. Only a few comparisons will be cited in this text since an
associated chart provides further details. Total EEE parts are only up 10%, thanks to the
ASICs, and discrete integrated circuits are down 42%.

The hermetically sealed Transport Unit (TU) is where not only the tape unit is housed but
also the low and high level analog circuitry along with various servoes, control and power
functions. Of those functions, the analog devices increase in direct proportion as the
channels are increased. The use of monolithic devices has been identified as the way of
reducing the area of printed circuit board space necessary in the DDS-9000. With only
four different monolithic designs, the entire 76 channels of analog electronics can fit within
the existing DDS-6000-EC TU. To summarize, the proposed Space Station/EOS
DDS-9000 recorder will remain identical in size and weight to the SPOT/LANDSAT/
JERS-1 recorders. Power consumption increases 60% in record and 10% in reproduce
modes. The ability to minimize power increases is attributed mainly to the ASIC devices.

THE FUTURE

Whether for an advanced EOS or some other future mission, Odetics still feels higher data
rates and capacities may be desired for future space tape recorders. The credibility of the
proposed DDS-9000, which benefited significantly from U.S. Government risk reduction
funding, leaves little further risk when revisiting the larger 2 inch tape transport for the
future.

An operational feasibility model of a 2 inch tape transport has been demonstrated with full
active tape tracking (six active guide rollers). The transport was designed for 15 inch
diameter tape reels which can hold up to 10,500 feet of splice-free tape. An easy estimate
of capability for such a large machine would be to assume a 2X capacity for 2 versus
1 inch wide tape and add 14% for increased tape length. This would yield a 5.35 X 10  b11



capacity. Data rates would double such that 600 Mbps would be readily achievable with
twice the number of channel related electronics. A more ambitious areal bit density for the
2-inch tape transport would involve 120 track/inch head technology. This head technology
has been successfully demonstrated with a two-head stack configuration (double interlace).
With a three-head stack (triple interlace) approach, the resulting 240 tracks would support
12 groups of error corrected tracks which can provide a 1 Gbps record data rate. Total bit
capacity with a 49 Kbpi linear packing density would be .96 X 10  b.12

A reproduce data rate of up to 1 Gbps is achievable as an extrapolation from the
DDS-9000 at 300 Mbps, but all indications are that most presently foreseen mission
usages of a recorder of this type would be able to only handle a down-link rate of 300 to
500 Mbps.

Long life space recorders requiring rates above 1 Gbps with capacities greater than
1 X 10  b may eventually be required. It is difficult to envision any dramatic12

breakthroughs that can occur assuming the use of longitudinal recording. Two possible
developments that would allow significant areal bit density improvements would be some
form of long life rotary head technology or the advent of an erasable magneto-optic roll-up
media. Either of those breakthroughs could produce the future space recorders for the
twenty-first century.

CONCLUSION

Space tape recorder technology from the late 1970s will be flying throughout the
remainder of the twentieth century.

Operational or multi-spacecraft earth resource programs that lock in or qualify a fixed
space recorder design preclude the natural evolution of technology towards improved
performance, extended life, or both. Nothing shows this more clearly than the comparison
of the SPOT recorder to its successors; i.e., the LANDSAT 6 and 7 and JERS-1 recorders.
The Space Station/EOS recorder as proposed for Work Package 3 benefits from all of its
predecessors plus a number of fortuitously timed risk reduction technologies provided by
our government. The specific technologies for the Space Station/EOS recorders are
mature, and many are fully qualified with others to reach that status well before any
hardware deliveries would be required. Seldom, if ever in the past, has such an important
U.S. space program had the luxury of not needing a high risk space recorder development.
Advanced recorders for the twenty-first century may be able to extrapolate from present
designs if the implied size, weight, and power increases can be tolerated. Where quantum
jumps in performance are required, breakthroughs in rotary head or magneto-optic roll-up
media may be necessary.



 



Detailed Recorder Comparisons
Performance and Design Parameters

1980 1986 1986 1990

SPOT-1, 2 JERS-1 LANDSAT 6/7 SPACE STATION/EOS
DDS-6000-EC DDS-6000-EC DDS-6000-EC DDS-9000

DATA RATES (Mbps)
RECORD 50 60 85 10 - 300
REPRODUCE 50 60 85 150/300

CAPACITY (BITS) 6.6 X 10 7.2 X 10 7.7 X 10 2.5 X 10
RECORD TIME (MIN.) 22 20 15 14-420
BER < 1 X 10 < 1 X 10  < 1 X 10 < 1 X 10  
TAPE WIDTH (IN.) 1 1 1 1
TAPE LENGTH (USABLE) (FT.) 8900 8900 8900 8900
TAPE TYPE AMPEX 799 AMPEX 799 AMPEX 799 AMPEX 721

TAPE SPEED (ips) 80 87 117 120
PACKING DENSITY (Kbpi) 22 23 25 41
AREAL DENSITY (Mbpi2) .62 .67 .72 2.34
TRACK WIDTH (IN.)

RECORD .018 .018 .018 .008
REPRODUCE .016 .016 .016 .008

TAPE GUIDANCE PASSIVE ACTIVE ACTIVE ACTIVE
SIZE (IN.)

ELECTRONICS UNIT 12 X 20 X 15 12 X 20 X 15 12 X 20 X 15 12 X 20 X 15
TRANSPORT UNIT’ 20 X 20 X 13 20 X 20 X 13 20 X 20 X 13 20 X 20 X 13

WEIGHT (LBS.) 160 160  160 160
POWER (WATTS)

RECORD 150 156 177 232 - 242
REPRODUCE 280 254 255 298 -302
STANDABY 48 48 48 48

INPUT VOLTAGE 23 - 37 23 - 37 23 - 37 23 - 37

10

-7

10

-7

10

-7

10

-7
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 Detailed Recorder Comparisons
Tape Track Organizations

1980 1986 1986 1990

SPOT JERS-1 LANDSAT 6/7 SPACE STATION/EOS
ODS-6000-EC DDS-6000-EC DDS-6000-EC DDS-9000

NUMBER OF ECC TRACK 2 2 2 4
GROUPINGS

ECC TRACK GROUPING
IDENTIFICATION

DATA TRACKS 16 16 16 16
PARITY TRACKS 2 2 2 2
GROUND SELECTABLE 1 1 1 1
SPARE TRACKS

TOTAL TRACKS PER GROUPING 19 19 19 19

TRACK SUBTOTAL 38 38 38 76

SERVO TRACKS 2 2 2 4

UNUSED TRACKS 2 2 2 N/A

TOTAL - ALL TRACKS 42 42 42 80

EDGE WEAR BARS YES YES YES YES



Detailed Recorder Comparisons
EEE Parts

1980 1986 1986 1990

SPOTI JERS-1 LANDSAT 6/7 SPACE STATION/EOS
DDS-6000-EC DDS-6000-EC DDS-6000-EC DDS-9000

ASICs
CTI (STANDARD CELL) DISCRETE 38 38 76
CTI (OCTAL BUFFER) DISCRETE 60 60 120

HONEYWELL (GATE ARRAY-ECL) DISCRETE 8 8 16

HYBRIDS
HEAD PREAMPS 10 4 4 4
INTERMEDIATE AMPS 20 29 29 N/A
(4-CHANNEL)
ZERO CROSSOVER DETECTOR DISCRETE 19 19 N/A

MONOLITHICS
HEAD PREAMPS N/A N/A N/A N/A
10-CHANNEL INTERMEDIATE N/A N/A N/A 24
AMPS
10-CHANNEL ZERO N/A N/A N/A 8
CROSSOVER DETECTOR
10-CHANNEL ALL PASS N/A N/A N/A 8
NETWORK
OUTER ENCODER/DECODER N/A N/A N/A 12

STANDARD ICS 2,933 951 951 1,700

TRANSISTORS 241 208 208 175

DIODES 413 522 522 680

PASSIVE AND OTHER 7,156 5,074 5,074 9,031

TOTAL EEE PARTS 10,773 6,913 6,913 11,854



SPOT Versus Space Station/EOS
(DDS-9000) Recorders
Detailed Comparisons

CATEGORY 1980 1990 FACTOR

SPOT SPACE STATION/EOS
DDS-6000-EC DDS-9000

PACKING DENSITY 22 41 1.86
(Kbpi)

AREAL DENSITY .62 2.34 3.8
(Mbpi )2

Mb/CU. IN. 7.5 28.4 3.8

Mb/LB. 410 1,560 3.8

Mb/WATT 230 830 3.6

Kbps/CU. IN. 5.7 34 5.9

Kbps/LB. 310 1,870 6.0

Kbps/WATT 180 990 5.5

ASICs 0 212 212

HYBRIDS 30 4 -7.5

MONOLITHICS 0 52 52

STANDARD ICs 2,933 1,700 -1.73

TRANSISTORS 241 175 -1.38

DIODES 413 680 1.6

PASSIVE AND OTHER 7,156 9,031 1.3

TOTAL EEE PARTS 10,773 11,854 1.1

EEE PARTS/BITS 1.6 X 10 .47 X 10 -3.4-7 -7

EEE PARTS/Mbps 215 39.5 -5.4



 


